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Abstract- Due to the rapid increase in traffic road bulk, several vehicles are jammed to reach their exact location in 
case of emergency especially for fire-engine, ambulance, higher official government-vehicles, police vehicles, 
prisoner’s van etc. In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm to find the optimal path to reach to the required 
destination. As desired, the software will identify the present location of the vehicle and as the operator for the 
destination. Then it will show all the accessible paths, highlighting the shortest one or in several cases the ideal one. 
Further, we made the traffic signals automatic for special vehicles like fire-engine such that the signals will get 
highlighted by green color for the fire-engine as it comes in the area of traffic signal, this will provide then with a 
clear path to reach its destination. The inventive signal is reinstated when the fire-engine is not detected by the GPS 
assisted Bluetooth scanner of the traffic signal. 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 

The toughest problem of built-up civilization is openly or in some way associated to resident’s explosion. In the road 
blocking traffic is most constant one. It not only wastes our expensive time but also make us to suffer in a critical 
stage.    

• Inconsistency of traffic that occurs in case of default reasons in the busy road, the emergency vehicle speed 
has been hindered and can endanger the life of affected people at risk conditions. 

• Uneven traffic bulk can occur in case of needless of waiting by the side of the traffic signal. 

• Due to insufficient awareness, regard the path of a town or city. 

• Control massive road jamming can get fear provoking at some period. In that case, the emergency services 
offered by vehicles like fire-engine, ambulance can be blocked for long duration. Therefore, to overcome this 
crisis we have come up with the solution of an Effective Analysis of Traffic Support System for Smart 
Emergency vehicles using efficient networks sensor communication.  

By make use of this knowledge, to avoid unwanted time wastage if any fire-engine get blocking in case of traffic 
inconsistency we have inbuilt the signal of traffic has to turn dramatically in to green color. And so it gets a clear 
vision of path to carry the fire accident affected men, enduring to a neighboring hospital, which can be at times quite 
vital to save one’s life. Furthermore, we find all the available paths from the current position of the vehicle and 
navigate the vehicle signal to the shortest or best possible path to the hospital, this capacity can build up for the 
insufficient knowledge of routes of the driver. It also solves the problem of language obstruction that is experienced 
by several drivers who are new to a completely national diverse location where our program proves to be quite 
useful.   
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As the changing of signals is already programmed, we make the task of traffic operators relatively trouble free 
and relaxed [9]. 

This ability further allows us to deal traffic according to its bulk. It is pointless to keep a lot of vehicles waiting 
at a ‘red’ signal for 120secs than allowing few vehicles pass through ‘green’ signal for that equal amount of time. 
The path which has greater traffic density faces ‘red’ signal for smaller time and more of green signal and vice versa. 
This consoles to increases the mobility of the vehicles. 

Since, the computerized signals are enchanting over the instruction physical ones due to their improved effectiveness 
and human not to do mistake nature, overview of this technology would takes it to an progressive level. 
 
                        I.INTRODUCTION 

 
The intention of our paper is to develop programmed traffic support signal system, which can enact as a role of any 
external support. Our novel support traffic system is fortified with a discrete characteristic particularly for fire-
engine especially through getting a notify as green signal forward of normal vehicles. Along with that, we are also 
defining an effective optimal path between any starting region and concerned destination. Our support signal 
resolves the problem of language barrier, which will be experienced by many drivers who are unknown to a whole 
nation, drives place where our program proves to be useful. Here, the considered vital point is that we are providing 
all the facilities with the help of low-cost and usually available technologies that makes us distinct. 
 
We carry out the succeeding technologies in this paper: 
1. Python (as programming language) [8]. 
2. GPS assisted Bluetooth Scanner (as a mode of message delivering) 
3. Cryptographic algorithm (to enhance traffic system security and safety access) 

 
 
Figure 1:-congestion free path 
 
1.1 Python features: 
Python supports various encoding standards. It reduces memory consumption [1]. It provides better a way to 
represent data in graphical form components like Matplotlib,pysqlite graphic offers us with the facility of 
representing data in 2D and 3D form. 

 
Figure 2: Python Features 
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1.2 GPS assisted Bluetooth Scanner: 
It is a network technology without wire like to be known as Bluetooth, 802.11 Wi-Fi technologies is more popular in 
the market. Wi-Fi have widely dissimilar characteristic in terms of resources like power efficiency, battery life of 
any wireless devices, series and admittance capacity of band-width. In this paper we report this trial by presenting a 
trouble-free idea that finds the nearest Wi-Fi network through inbuilt GPS assistant to accurate point of access, by 
using the customer’s position information [2].  
    
1.3 Cryptography: 

 The word ‘Cryptography’ is the science of data security. Mainly, it concerns to the creation or development by 
engaging with some basic code of behavior to overwhelm the pressure of intruders. Current cryptography deals in 
the four objectives, which is given below:   

 

a) Confidentiality -the message cannot be find out, understood by anyone for whom it was supposed to reach.  

b) Integrity -the data (message) cannot be altered in storage or passage between concern sender and intended 
receiver without the modification of message being detected.   

c) Non-repudiation -the sender of the message cannot deny at a later stage of his intentions in the creation or 
transmission of the message.   

d) Operation of Authentication-in this the concerned sender and the intended receiver could authenticate 
either side identities of the start and end of the message to be reached successfully. 

In general, the type of cryptography techniques that are used frequently- 

 A. The concerned user who makes use of a one particular key for both enciphers and deciphers process. 
 B. Here, the Concerned user makes use individual key for encipher, another key for decipher process. 
  C. Here, the User makes use of alteration in binary digits invertible "to encipher" the data. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Cryptography techniques 
 

1.3.1. Requirement of cryptographic mechanism: 

In this paper, we plan to engage by a complete computerization of flow of road signals that is exposed to some 
sort of disruptive actions that could establish relatively upsetting situation. The determining factor is calculated by 
the scanner when the databank is edited consistently in management of the road lights and signals interference if any 
unknown dishonest element will make the complete circumstances further confuse and can interrupt the  traffic 
system completely[3]. Therefore, we are trying to avoid any such works by securing data. Cryptography plays an 
important role of security in our paper and to avoid any kind of attacks we need a cryptographic algorithm [4]. 
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1.3.2. Cryptography working model:  
 
The term ‘crypto’ means unknown by anyone. Encryption is the method of changing and modifying normal given 
data content called normal text into meaningless text called cipher (abnormal) text content and the decrypt process is 
of vice-versa at the other end, such that the unintelligible abnormal text replaced to normal text. The set of 
algorithms or functions that are in charge for enciphering and deciphering progression with the use of term called 
user-key.  
In  this  project we make use of Conventional symmetric Encryption of Arbitrated Digital signatures by creating the 
centric authenticated key distribution center and by following mutual authentication protocol we authenticate the 
signals and location information.Here all the genuine message(M1) will be computed with some Hash value as 
H(M1) according to the size of message storage-memory in bytes,from the sender-side as(X1)will be forwarding as 
a sequential order of required information(location,shortest-distance,alternate-path,signal 
problems,audio,video image)according to the priority of  information request received by the sender from  the 
receiver end-side that are needed in case of emergency,the senderwill atonce encrypt with the symmetric encryption 
key Kax1, and this acts as a signature for(M1) along with the type of message goes to the arbitrator(AR) at the 
centric used for evaluating key as authenticated.This intermediate arbitrator checks the public key value of sender 
and its message and signature(hash value) to a number of test and validates the origin of control and decrypt the 
message,along with this the time and date is attached to the message.This shows that the digital signature has been 
verified and it is satisfied.After satisfaction, by making use of Public key value of the concerned receiver,the 
arbitrator transmits the decrypted message as (ID.x1) with his session key to the receiver(Y1). And finally, the 
receiver extracts the message and the signature with the authenticated session key of arbitrator and store it in the 
database for each update of message. 
 

 
                       II.RELATED WORK 

 
The previous works in which we are motivated in implementing this project is referred in this section. The 

number of projects is referred by us in which many used inbuilt scanned Bluetooth detector for different purposes. 
Also, python is used for coding of various projects. Together working with python and Bluetooth helped in 
escalating various scenarios in projects.  
The first one is the ‘collection of data’ protocol used in “wireless epidemic” paper, fitting for ‘medical monitoring 
case’ used by Texas University students, we see that medical sensors are used to collect the patients details. In this 
paper due to RF radiation problems related to medical devices is causing health problems, Wi-Fi have not been used. 
Bluetooth require less bandwidth and less power than Wi-Fi, by this means sinking interference and safety concerns. 
Moreover in this paper unknown users inject corrupted data to make loss or change in original message sample, a 
choice of cryptographic encryption standards such as (AES, DES) methods are used. The encryption of database file 
before reaching to the client is also done by us. The certain validate key bit is used to decrypt the file by client. 
Nevertheless, the hardware configuration level has more tough steps to implement in real-time, scenario. In another 
paper “An epidemic deadline-driven” protocol suitable for tracking ‘inter personnel behavior’ and so we observe the 
application of Bluetooth for point - point data collection algorithm without use of wire scenario [5].  
Here, we make use of the following components like fire-engine as the client, master servers and GPS scanners as 
Bluetooth access points. When the scanner receives sign from the fire-engine for getting the database to find the 
optimal path of an accidental area, the database is sent by scanner to the fire-engine workers in an secure format.  By 
using GPS assisted Bluetooth scanners, we can identify the position of  and mobility any devices  in this paper. The 
signal strength received is reached to particular destination. 
 
 
         III.METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1)Algorithm for Monitoring: 
 
1:Begin  
2:Now,open with the login window 

And Give the username as UN  Password as Pwd 
3:Concern name present already on the saved-table  and password=Pwd: 
/successful logged msg 
As by entering novel location Move to step4 
As by inserting path between two hosts end Move to step 7 
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Else: 
//Failure msg// 
Move to step2 
// NOW ENTER A NEW  
4:Just click’ ENTER NEW NODE’ 
//another window opens 
Move to step5 
 5:Give the value of novel node box : as by numbering the node 
Give the X scale axis as:p 
Give the  Y scale axis as:q 
Give the Z scale axis as:r 
 button of submit is clicked now 
 6:Enter another node button to be pressed. 
7:Enter the range among the path by clicking the button. 
PASSTO step8:Enter the source: 
Give the destination: 
Give the distance: 
And press the Submit button  
9:Enter another distance//Move To step 8. 
10:Stop. 
 
3.2) The Step Algorithm  
1: Begin.   
2: Just get the end point and valid port point so that u can communicate at either end. 
3:  Just scan road signal through GPS  
4: Link to the scanner with the  
 Concern port value, and forward the information.  
5: Try to avail the node and range of Kms tables in secure form from the valid integrate node, along with the id of 
the Bluetooth tool scanner.  
6: Try to decipher the tables to get the updated values.  
7: Estimate the path using the valid procedure by giving the node name  
// PATH CALCULATION 
8: Take each and all adjacent value of node at present obtained node, by following below: 
9:  The particular node avail in  the path before:  
Move to 8: go on carrying out with the successor value.  
Else:  
Move to 10:  
10: Insert the adjacent concern node.  
11: If this near node is the source:  
Move to 12: 
Else:  
Move 15:  
12: stock up up the trail.  
13:  From path that stock up the trail, eliminate the final node traverse.  
14: Move 8: 
15: Move to valid compute trail just with target values that is replaced by make use of nearby node.  
16: By means of the   above steps, we obtain results by plotting it in matplotlib , get the 2-Dimension and 3-
Dimension. The shortest-range path is obtained with red color. 
17. Stop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV.RESULTS 
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Figure 4: Path with distance and shortest path 

 

 
Figure 5: Shortest path in 2D-plot 

 
 

 
Figure 6:  3-Dimensional plot of shortest path 

 
                    V.FUTUREWORK  

The future work can be concentrated improved by functioning in the following area,  

           1. The Encipher Technique 

            2. Enhance the mechanism of  localizing the vehicles  

           3. Broad-up the fire-engine scenario  
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           4. Strike (stop) moment  

1. The Encipher Technique: In this technique, the range of point of system security structure is done by construction 
of the encrption key for maintaining the confidentiality of operation nature of the key that provides more security 
and it is healthier to resemble that the trespasser could not detect the system.Later, user can build the protection of 
system  by programming the obtained encipher key with the use of arithmetic key (Hash value combined with 
signature,date and time) to modify the vital encipher key. Again,hence to decipher the data containing file  we need 
to forward message foremost to the arbitrar who decrypts the vital key first using secondary level validation and 
then alter the file using the decipher ideal key with its session key forward to the receiver end thus the receiver  
extracts the message and signature with session key of arbiter by storing it in the database. This is known as 
secondary level encipher-decipher.Also in future user could enhance the level of encipher-decipher by rising the 
amount of digits,as the public key of sender and receiver are shared authentically by the arbitrar in the middle,aswell 
as we can set some score card value of sender to arbitrar and from arbitrar to the concern receiver to avoid 
unsolicilated messages in the upcoming internet protocol medium of multimedia sub-system networks.  

 
2. Enhance the mechanism of  localizing the vehicles: In this state, to localize certain vehicle , we can set that 
vehicle device connectivity with Li-Fi, having inbuilt GPS assisted LED scanner installed in the signal component 
with named processing updated distinct id. It will scrutinize the localization of the required vehicle and it will help 
the driver to obtain the shortest way by scanning period of scanners .It is faster in speed and used for possible visible 
communication  of  message by make use of light on and off status time. 
 
3.Broad-up the Fire-engine scenario:In this stage, we can say the developed system shows particular fondness to fire 
engine, here the sign of signal alarm relay only on mobility of vehicle, by jamming other sign of alarms.Thus this 
scenario enact to be functional to vehicles such as fire-engines,military vans also the other VVIP vehicles.  
 
4.Strike moment: In this stage, we  come across highway blocks on preservation, unusual circumstances, processions 
and so on. To stay away from this kind of difficulty we can initiate a novel scenario of “strike moment”, which 
enable us to fluctuate the  contrast of moment disparity across the real gap of time and the ultimate gap of time 
obtained from the needed vehicle to encover a definite pathway. We can integrate this strike scenario,operation by 
integrating with any known algorithm for shortest path to find the authentic finest destination side. 
 

VI.CONCLUSION 
The overall objective of our paper  is to develop a secure algorithm and examine  constructive point and constraint 
of the  traffic signal device with system of emergency vehicles that is concealed in road block. As the method is cost 
efficient to install more care should be taken to avoid threats and detection of attacks on either nodes. It is compared 
with many cryptographic meachanism algorithms.Improvement is very necessary in each period of changes in the 
construction of busy road signals. Installation process and protection of the system is cost effective and take a lesser 
amount of period.By integrating the above concepts, we  can  be able to articulate to facilitate this plan by ensuring  
less reliability and feasible performance in the range of mobility of  tracking other devices also such as  sub-
marines,aircraft, metro –rail other than fire-engine and other VVIP vehicles to avoid critical disturbance.The future 
work will be applied by make use of certain other secure  crypto algorithms by enhancing the creativeness of our 
paper enhancement and ensuing on adjustment of the arrangement  can supply highlevel of  superfast  access of  
broadband bandwidth data broadcasting  in other scenarios . 
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